Team

Lighthouse cities
- Amsterdam
- Bilbao

Fellow Cities
- Bratislava
- Budapest
- Copenhagen
- Krakow
- Matosinhos
- Riga

And many more
Key elements of ATELIER

• Bold City Vision 2050
  • Pathway for full decarbonisation of the city’s energy system in 2050
    • Guides city representatives from planning towards implementation of the vision – in particular replication and up-scaling of successful solutions.
  • (Alignment of different urban infrastructure
    • Land-use planning, Mobility planning and Energy planning)
  • Cooperation from all relevant stakeholders

• PED Innovation Atelier – Impact and lessons learned
  • Physical place / organisational structure where the local innovation ecosystem can cooperate to support the tailoring and implementation of smart urban solutions and interventions
  • Must engage citizens in the development and deployment of the local PEDs
  • Continue their work after the ATELIER project (aim being to stimulate further upscaling and replication of solutions)
  • Four tracks of knowledge and policy co-creation:
    • Integrated smart energy systems and electro-mobility
    • Governance, integrated planning and law
    • New financial instruments
    • Data, privacy and data platforms
Live simply.
Together.
Two Danes walk the talk with CPH Village

• Vision:
  • Create a business enterprise where they can make sustainable living happen

• Their special resource:
  • Knowledge about student living + degree in urbanisation, buildings and sustainability

• City challenge:
  • Affordable student accommodation + sustainability ambitions

• The idea:
  • Use “empty spaces” for temporary accommodation + stimulate community spirit around resource efficiency and good student living
The business model concept

• Build quality buildings for dis-assembly
  • Lifetime is max 10 years
  • Bring together key actors to create this type of buildings including student organisations and land-owner
• Keep investment costs low enough to allow affordable rent level and ensure profit
  • Added bonus: If rent is low then there will be more money left over for community activities
• Resource efficiency
  • First project is using recycled shipping containers
• Co-creation and community spirit within a diverse community
  • Facilitate communities by employing persons with specific tasks such as community eating, solving conflicts, winter swimming etc.
  • Strategy for selection of tenants is to mix different studies – Craftsmen, economists, engineers, social science, …
• (more info https://cphvillage.com/villages)
The Journal
Village entrepreneurship
Barriers

• Legislation a hindrance
  • The Plan Law dictates that temporary residential buildings are only allowed to stand for 3 years
  • Achieved change: Passage that says dispensation can be given in local plans for student accommodation

• Building application approval process is slow
  • Is one demonstration site enough?